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Metaphase

Chromosome

Markers of Radiation

I.

Aberrations

as

Exposure and Dose

Abstract

Chromosome
biological

aberration

frequency

provides the most reliable

marker of dose for detecting

exposure.

Significant

radiation-induced

chromosome aberrations
al. 1992).

acute accidental

rad,ation

changes in the frequency of

can be detected at very low doses (LLoyd et

Our paper provides information on using molecular

chromosome probes "paints" to score chromosome damage and
illustrates

how technical

mechanisms

advances

involved during

In animal studies chromosome

make it possible to understand

formation of chromosome

aberrations provide a method to

relate cellular damage to cellular dose.
approach

aberrations.

Using an In vivo/In vitro

aberrations provided a biological marker of dose from

radon progeny exposure which was used to convert WLM to dose in
rat tracheal

epithelial

cells.

Injection of Chinese hamsters with

144Ce which produced a low dose rate exposure of bone marrow to
either

low-LET radiation

increased the sensitivity

subsequent external exposure to 60Co.
the usefulness of chromosome
and cellular

responsiveness.

t
i

of the cells to

These studies demonstrated

damage as a biological marker of dose

,P

,i

II.

Background
The use of chromosome

aberrations as a biological indicator of

radiation exposure and dose have been reviewed (Bender et al. 1988).
Aberration

frequency

has been used to evaluate radiation exposure in

accidents

where no physical dosimetry was present.

accidents

included different

These

exposure patterns and modes such as

acute exposure to low LET radiation (Bender 1964, Bender and Gooch
1966) chronic
internally

exposure

deposited

to radiation sources (Littlefield

radioactive

materials

(Littlefield

et al. 1990)
et al. 1983)

and in many accidental exposures of unknown magnitude and extent
(Lloyd and Edwards 1989).
dosimetry

it is important

To use aberrations in biological

to consider not only the target tissue but

also to recognize that there are many biological and dosimetric
variables that influence the magnitude and shape of dose-response
relationships.

Dose-response

relationships

have been characterized

as a function of the LET of the ionizing radiation (Lloyd and Edwards
1983), the dose rate of the exposure (Brewen and Luippold 1971), the
time between the exposure and sampling of the cells (Bender et al.
1985) , distribution
(Kleinerman

of the radiation dose both on a macro

et al. 1990) and micro (Brooks et al. 1974) scale.

Three major areas will be discussed using chromosome
aberrations

to characterize

cytogenetic

evaluation

dose and response of cells.

First,

of tracheal

epithelium and liver has provided

data te convert exposure to dose.

Second, studies will be discussed

were aberrations were used to measure radiation induced changes in
cell sensitivity.

Fi,nally, molecular probes were used to "paint

I

chromosomes"
quantitate

(Lucus et al. 1989) which made it possible to

the production

exchanges.

and survival

of symmetrical

chromosome

These aberrations can survive cell division and may play

a central role in the induction of cancer (Croce 1987).
III. Methods

and

Results

A. Use of Chromosome
Aberrations
to Convert
Environmental
Exposure to Dose
To calculate

radiation dose from internally deposited radioactive

materials it is necessary
retention of radioactive

to measure the exposure, deposition and
material.

To convert exposure to dose

"
I

information

is needed on the amount of radioactive material

I
I!

deposited

in the tissue per unit of mass, its retention kinetics, the

distribution

in tissue and the energy and emission characteristics

I

the deposited

of

I
radioactive

material.

For isotopes that are retained

!

with a long effective
I

half-lifes

in the target

tissue this information

can be derived and used estimate radiation dose. The calculated
dose can be related to biological changes such as chromosome
aberrations.
relationship
relationships

To help insure that this calculated dose-response
is accurate
for the

it must be related dose-response

frequency of aberration

induced by radiation

exposure where dose is measured by physical means.

This combined

biological and physical approach to dosimetry can be used for a
variety

of different

environmental

contaminations.

Liver cells were exposed to protracted low LET exposure from
internally
deposited
!

144Ce.
L

The calculated dose-response

is being

compared to a measured dose-response

relationship observed for

liver cells exposed to chronic low LET gamma irradiation from 60Co.
The methods for 144Ce injection, the liver retention
and the calculated

functions

radiation dose to the liver per unit of 144Ce

deposited in the liver have been reported (Sturbaum et al. 1970).
The methods used to stimulate the liver cells to divide, the
experimental
reported,

design and the scoring methods were previously

along with the dose-response

chromosome

aberration

(Brooks et a1.1972).

induction

relationships

for

using the calculated radiation dose

These data are being compared those derived

from an experiment where the animals were exposed to 60Co gamma
t

rays for 6, 15 or 42 days and the frequency of chromosome

]

aberrations

ij

,,

in the liver determined

after well define dose and dose

rate exposures (Brooks et al. 1971).
experiments

are compared

The data from these two

in Figure 1 where the cumulative

radiation dose in Gy is plotted against the aberration frequency.
the 144Ce the dose is calculated

from the retention and distribution

data for the isotope while the dose for the 60Co was measured.
slopes of the dose response curves (Aberrations/cell
10 .2 D; Aberrations/cell

The

= 0.02 + 3.1 X

= 0.02 + 3.3 X 10.2 D where D is dose in Gy)

for the 144Ce and 60Co, respectively,
different.

For

were not significantly

This shows that the calculated doses and the measured

doses were similar and that per unit dose chromosome aberration
frequency

increased at the same rate for the two exposure

schedules.
Chromosome aberration frequency was used to test models of
f

exposure-dose
-

relationships

after exposure to high LET alpha

particles.

Tracheal

epithelial

cells were exposed either in vivo or

in vitro_ to radon progeny,

lt is more difficult to determine the

dose-response

for induction of chromosome

aberrations

relationships

by high LET radiation since it is not possible to make

direct measurement of tissue dose.

Models have been developed to

calculate

radiation dose to cells following

particles

both _

(Jostes et al. 1991)

radon progeny in vivo (James 1984, 1988).
experimental

design to compare

exposure to alpha
and after inhalation of
Details of the

aberrations produced in rat tracheal

epithelial cells in vitro and after exposure to radon progeny at a
single level have been reported (Brooks et al. 1992).

Additional data

is being reported here on damage from exposure to lower levels of
radon (320 WLM) and additional
response

relationships

from 239Pu.
relationships
epithelial

information is included on dose-

in vitro to graded levels of alpha particles

Figure 2 shows the slope of the dose response
for chromosome

damage produced in tracheal

cells from 239Pu alpha particles.

Super-imposed

figure are the data for the aberration frequency

induced by

inhalation of either 900 or 320 WLM or radon progeny.
possible

to estimate

doselWLM

on the

at the two different

This makes it
total exposures

as 2.2 mGy/WLM and 3.0 mGy/WLM for the high and low dose
exposures,

respectively,

lt illustrates

that per WLM the lower

exposure level (320WLM) produced a higher frequency of chromosome
aberrations than was induced by higher exposure levels.

This could

be related to alpha induced changes in cell cycle kinetics (Wolff et
al. 1988)
t

or cell killing induced by the higher doses.

B. Use of Chromosome Aberrations to Measure Radiation
Induced Changes of Cell Sensitivity.
Small doses of either tritium

(Olivieri et al. 1984) or x rays

(Wolff et al. 1988) given in vitro,

decrease the frequency of

chromosome

in human blood lymphocytes

aberrations observed

induced by subsequent challenge doses of x rays relative to the level
observed without a "primer" dose.
Our studies to determined if chromosome aberration frequency
can be used to determine if a chronic exposure of the bone marrow
from internally deposited

144Ce changes the responsiveness

cells to subsequent 60Co exposure.

of the

Chinese hamsters were injected

with levels 0.0 or 0.85 kBq 144Ce g body weight.

Animals were

divided into four groups with equal numbers of males and females in
each group:
solution

(1) controls

(4 animals);

injected with sodium citrate carrier

(2) injected with 144Ce (6 animals); (3)

exposed to 60Co only (6 animals); (4) injected with 144Ce and
exposed to 60Co (6 animals).

On the day of sacrifice hamsters were

exposed to either 0 or 2.0 Gy of 60Co gamma rays delivered at an
exposure rate of 2.1 Gy min; 7 hours later, each hamster was
injected with 750 ul of colcemid
later.

and killed with halothane 2 hours

Bone marrow ,cells were harvested as previously described

(Bender et al. 1988) and 100 cells from each animal scored on coded
slides

(Brooks et al. 1971).

Table 1 shows the results of the experiment
no significant
frequency

difference

following

combined treatment
i

!

were observed

and illustrates

that

in the total aberration
with 60Co and 144Ce.

The

table demonstrates

that the frequency

of chromatid exchanges was

increased by more than a factor of two by the 60Co radiation
exposure when the animals had a body burden of 144Ce compared
with animals without a 144Ce body burden (Figure 3).
observation

is difficult

This

to explain since the cells have undergone

multiple cell divisions

during 144Ce

exposure and the cumulative

damage induced by 144Ce was not increased above the controls,
difficult to postulate
and interaction

a direct mechanism of chromosome damage

that would account for the observed increase in

frequency of chromatid
least two potential
observation.

lt is

exchange type aberrations.

explanations

First, chronic 144Ce

There are at

that may account for the
exposure caused a shift in the cell

cycle in the bone marrow that resulted in more cells being in a
sensitive stage of the cell cycle at the time of the 60Co radiation
exposure (Hsu et al. 1962).

This needs to be checked using flow

cytometry but doesn't seem to be a viable mechanism since the total
dose (0.22 Gy) and dose rate (7.3 mGy/day) were very low. The
second postulated

mechanism is that the chronic 144Ce exposure

induced repair enzymes which causes an increased the level of misrepair of the damage to result in a higher frequency of chromatid
exchanges.
demonstrated

Similar radiation induced repair enzymes have been
blood lymphocytes

chromatic_ deletions
Wolff et al. 1988).

t

which decreased the frequency of

induced by a challenge dose (Olivieri et a1.1984;

C. Understand

Mechanisms

Recent developments
cytogenetics

of Radiation

Interactions

irl molecular biology are being applied to

to label specific

regions of the chromosomes

(Lichter

et al. 1988, Pinkel et al. 1988. Moyzis et al. 1987, Meyne et al. 1989.
Lucus et al. 1989).
chromosomes•
chromosome

These techniques were expanded to "paint" whole

This makes it possible to follow the fate of the
after treatment

with mutagenic

or clastogenic

agents.

With these new techniques we have conducted studies to determine
the kinetics of induction
chromosome

and the survival

exchanges•

AL cells were derived from Chinese hamster

ovary cells (Waldren et al. 1986).
human chromosome
chromosome
al. 1989).

of symmetrical

11.

They contain a single copy of

By using human specific gene probes,

11 can be preferentially

stained as published (Lucus et

This makes it possible to identify changes in this

chromosome

and to follow

its interactions

with other chromosomes.

At_ cells were exposed to graded doses of 6OCo gamma rays (0.0,
2.0, 4.0, 8.0 and 10.0 Gy) and harvested 24 hours after exposure for
chromosome analysis•

Only changes in chromosome 11 were

recorded to determine

the kinetics of aberration formation for each

aberration type.

Additional

AL cells were exposed to either 0.0 or

8.0 Gy of 60Co gamma rays and were sacrificed at 1, 3, 6, 9, and 13
days after the exposure.

This study followed the changes in the

frequency

chromosome

exposure.

of symmetrical
At later times

unstable aberrations

exchanges with time after

cell proliferation

eliminates

cells with

and may produce clones of cells with similar

t

exchanges.

|

The frequency

of dicentrics, terminal exchanges,

interstitial

exchanges,

deletions

and rings which involved human

chromosome

11 were recorded.

There were 100 cells scored per

experimental

treatment on coded slides.

was possible

to quantitate

the frequency

Using this technique it
of terminal

translocations

even when there was only a very small part of chromosome 11
translocated,
induction

lt was noted that the dose-response

of deletions

significantly

different

and terminal
(Figure 3).

translocations

kinetics for the
was not

This suggests that these two

types of aberrations may be produced by similar mechanisms.

These

data provide evidence that deletions are forms of incomplete
exchanges as was postulated by Revelle(1959).
dicentrics

was less than observed

and if fact was very similar

The frequency of

for the terminal

translocations

to that observed for interstitial

translocations.

IV.

Discussion
This paper illustrates

aberrations;
radiation

some of the multiple uses of chromosome

to convert exposure to radiation dose; to evaluate

induced changes

in cell sensitivity;

to act as biomarkers

of

radiation exposure and to help understand the mechanisms of
interaction

of radiation

with cells.

Chromosome aberration frequency can be used to validate models
of radiation
internally

exposure and determine if estimated doses from

deposited

radioactive

materials

are similar

doses. The examples cited using liver demonstrated
responded
l

that liver cells

in a similar way following either 60C0 or 144Ce exposure.
I

I

to measured

o*
,°

This suggests
deposited

that the calculated

radiation dose from internally

1440e is similar to the measured dose from 60Co.

The radon dose calculated using chromosome damage as a
biological

dosimeter

are in reasonable
1988).

resulted

in estimated doses (Gy/WLM) which

agreement from published models (James 1984,

This biological dosimetric

application

in estimating

radiation dose delivered

and cells by environmental
radiolabled
specific

monoclonal

approach may also have
to target organs

exposures and by radiation therapy using

antibodies

or other targeted organ or cell

molecules.

Advances in molecular biology make it possible to address
mechanistic

questions

specific

"paints"

different

aberration

complication
aberration

between

types as a function of dose without the

identification

Our current

With chromosome

it is possible to evaluate the differences

of between chromosome

understanding

deletions

using cytogenetics.

differences

and classification.

and problems in

This provided an

of how different types of aberrations are produced.
research

are produced

suggested

that terminal translocations

by similar "two hit" mechanisms

1959) and that dicentrics

and interstitial

common modes of production.

and

(Revelle

exchanges may have some

Additional information is needed to

define the repair and survival of these aberrations in dividing cell
populations.

Finally,

there is a need to link new molecular

techniques derived from research associated with the human genome
to other fields which make it possible to develop more sensitive and
specific markers of dose and environmental exposure.

These

t

molecular links to exposure and dose can be coupled with better

°°

cellular

and molecular

methods to define individual

help provide a mechanistic

base for development

sensitivity

and

of risk from

exposures.
V.
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FIGURESLEDGENDS
Figure 1. Comparison of calculated dose-response relationships for
the induction of chromosome aberrations by internally deposited
144Ce to measured dose-response relationships for induction of
aberrations after chronic external exposure to 60Co.
Figure 2. Conversion of WLM to dose in Gy using chromosome
aberrations in an .vitro/in vivo technique for exposure to radonprogeny.
Figure 3. The interaction of damage from a 144Ce body burden and
acute 60Co on the induction of chromatid exchanges in the bone
marrow of Chinese hamsters.
Figure 4. Induction kinetics of chromosome deletions and
symmetrical chromosome exchanges in AL cells following exposure
to graded doses of 60Co.
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